
5 ways to simplify your 
flexo platemaking 
Reduce lead times & boost flexo quality



High quality, consistent platemaking 
requires hiring a fleet of experts, right? 
Well, not entirely.

Of course, knowledgeable operators are impera-
tive to quality platemaking. But with the ongoing 
shortage of flexo experts, and as your current team 
members move towards retirement, it’s important to 
consider how you will stay consistent and continu-
ously improve to meet market demands.  

Esko’s integrated flexo solution encompasses all 
flexo and letterpress print applications to support 
your teams in the execution of their high-quality 
work, while allowing you to increase speed and 
quality. 

Use this brochure to take a walk through your flexo 
platemaking process from start to finish. At each 
stage, we’ll talk about the specific challenges, and 
discuss changes you can make which will in turn 
eliminate the pain points affecting your whole 
business. 

Hopefully, you won’t be suffering from all of these 
problems. But it’s likely there’s at least one kink in 
your process you’d like to smooth out. And by doing 
so, you can drive efficiency while increasing quality 
and consistency across your whole process.

 Ready to get started?
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STAGE 1

Flexo prepress & project 
management

Manage more jobs without 
increasing headcount
To increase throughput without hiring 
more hands, you’ll  need to reduce the 
manual intervention needed to process 
orders. Esko’s process automation and 
optimization does exactly this, so you can 
deal with the increasing number of smaller 
jobs with less staff. 

Easily manage your assets, approvals, 
and projects from the initial concept to 
print-ready design and connect ERP/
MIS systems to your workflow for smooth 
throughput and single data entry.

The problem
You have more and more projects 
coming through the door, with 
ever-tightening turnaround times.

The solution
If you want to maximize press 
uptime, prepress and project man-
agement is the part of your pro-
cess which needs improvement. 
Esko’s integrated flexo solution 
makes these enhancements easy, 
by helping you to:



Create an intuitive 
flexo prepress
You’ll gain the full range of expert prepress 
tools. From intuitive PDF editing with 
packaging-specific preflight functionality 
all the way to hands-on flexo retouching in 
Adobe® Photoshop®. Whether your opera-
tors are working on PC, Mac or in Adobe® 
Illustrator® and Adobe® Photoshop®, Esko 
offers dedicated flexo prepress function-
ality on all platforms. 

Editors like ArtPro+ or the DeskPack plugins 
for Adobe® Illustrator® offer state-of- the art 
solutions for flexo professionals with strict 
deadlines and no margin for errors.  

Reduce human intervention 
with workflow automation
If a process doesn’t require human interven-
tion – it’s a low-hanging fruit for you to pick 
and set about automating. And this solution 
will ensure easy-to-implement workflows 
which boost your prepress throughput and 
automate quality assurance from job cre-
ation all the way to the final production file. 

Esko leads the way in workflow automation, 
from small companies to enterprises: from 
a simple-to-deploy preconfigured solution 
to highly customized, fully integrated multi-
site workflows. 

Extend automation into 
your plate room
Plate merging and ripping are controlled by 
Automation Engine. Automation Engine is 
also the only workflow that has a live con-
nection with the Esko plate imagers, giving 
you complete visibility and transparency. 
It’s easy to prioritize those last-minute, 
need-it-yesterday jobs, too.

Easily record print 
condition parameters
Collect all those print condition parameters, 
including substrate, press, anilox and plate 
type. Tape easily with the Print Condition 
Wizard, which uses Esko’s deep flexo know-
how to automatically create the perfect 
attributes, such as dot gain curves and 
screens for the Esko Imaging Engine to use 
to rip the file.



CDI Spark and Advance – best 
for seamless integration 
and adaptability
The CDI Spark and CDI Advance Cantilever 
range offers you superb results that before 
were only achievable in offset or gravure. 

There is a CDI for every need: from narrow 
web label printing, to flexible packaging 
and wide format corrugated printing. From 
One-color printed corrugated boxes to 
highly sophisticated multi-color packaging 
and even security printing. 

The CDI can accommodate all plate and 
sleeve sizes and any brand of plate or pro-
cessing method. It can also integrate with 
your current tech stack. The CDI seamlessly 
integrates Esko packaging workflow or can 
work with any third-party workflow system.

Our CDIs can image:
Digital (LAMS coated) flexo plates

Letterpress plates (polyester- 
and, optional, metal based)

Chemistry free offset plates 

D silk screens 

Ablatable film

STAGE 2

Imaging – a flexo imager 
for every need 

The problem
You’re getting increasingly 
specific jobs of varying sizes. 

The solution
Choose the flexo imager that fits 
your needs. To future-proof your 
business, you must select and 
configure a scalable solution that 
not only matches your current pro-
duction needs but can also expand 
capabil it ies as your business 
grows. Take the time to decide 
the imager that best suits your 
business…



73%
LESS 

OPERATOR TIME

50%
LESS 

MANUAL STEPS

50%
LESS ERRORS  

& PLATE WASTE

CDI Crystal XPS – best for error 
reduction via automation 
Does each new day bring a new job that 
needs to be rushed through – with no com-
promise on quality? In today ’s market this 
has become the norm. So how can the CDI 
Crystal XPS help? Put simply, it can transform 
your itinerary of up to seven manual steps 
into a coordinated, linear and digital process. 

The typical platemaking process consists 
of many complex and manual steps, which 
take time and create opportunity for human 
errors. We all know there is a direct relation-
ship between the number of touchpoints in 
the plate room and the rate of errors. 

By reducing the number of steps and the 
number of human touchpoints, you mini-
mize errors. This creates an immediate, 
highly positive impact on the productivity 
and profitability of your operation. 

The integration and automation of digital 
imaging and LED UV exposure provides 
unmatched plate consistency and overall 
ease of use. This solution not only frees up 
valuable operator time but also reduces 
maintenance and the footprint of your 
flexo equipment.



CDI Crystal XPS + 
Print Control Wizard

Avoid hiring plate-
making experts

Gain superior  
print quality

Gain a fully automated 
accessible solution

CDI + XPS Crystal 
Automated plate making

Gain plate  
consistency

Reduce a 7-step 
process to 2

Reduce operator 
involvement

CDI Crystal 
The easiest CTP device

Reduce operator 
time by 50%

Reduce  
plate waste

Eliminate plate handling 
damages or delays

Combine  
to boost efficiency

Of course, you want to achieve the highest 
quality and consistency plates that deliver 
superior print quality. Esko’s unique, 
combinable flexo solutions are scalable 
to help you do this, with the first and only 
automated flexo platemaking line in the 
industry.

For further Automation, 
add: the PlateHandler 
This robot connects the CDI Crystal with 
the XPS Crystal, reducing the number of 
operator touch points.

The PlateHandler reduces the costs of 
operation. Integrating the flexo platemaking 
equipment frees up 50% of your operator 
time to attend to move valuable tasks.

To boost efficiency, add: 
the Platefeeder-S
This ergonomic, tiltable table-top uses 
built-in sensors to accurately load and 
position the plate into the CDI, while free 
access from all sides makes removal of 
the coversheet more ergonomic and elimi-
nates static charge input.

Once docked, the PlateFeeder-S is visible 
on the CDI touch screen and integrated 
into the automated workflow. While the CDI 
is imaging, your operator has a 15-minute 
window to prepare a new plate, freeing up 
huge amounts of time and reducing system 
idle time on every job.



STAGE 3

Printing & ink specification

The problem
You’re having difficulty achieving 
color consistency.

The solution
Manage color intelligently with Color 
Engine. Dealing with the increased 
complexity of mixed printing envi-
ronments (digital, flexo, gravure, 
offset) while achieving color consis-
tency is a challenge. 

Guarantee color management 
with a central color database for 
all color-critical data, from color 
pre-flighting, over proofing to the 
actual plate. 

The problem
Your press changeover time is too long. 

The solution
Dramatically reduce press change-
over times and the number of 
changeovers with extended gamut 
printing with Esko Equinox. It 
enables profitable production 
of short run jobs on conventional 
flexo presses and substantially 
increases press uptime. 

Add value with the reduction of 
ink inventory and substrate waste. 
The unmatched plate quality and 
consistency from Esko CDI Crystal 
XPS is a true enabler for fixed ink 
jet printing.

It also works seamlessly with 
X-Rite’s color solutions, such 
as Pantone LIVE and X-Rite 
spectrophotometers. 



STAGE 4

Digital plate cutting

The problem
Your profits are taking a hit.

The solution
Make significant cost savings 
through automation. Boost your 
flexo plate production with a host 
of innovative features to increase 
your plate room efficiency and help 
you make impressive cost savings.

With Flexo Engine, you’ll eliminate 
the need for multiple tools, with 
the merging functionality, and 
simplify your operations with the 
intuitive keyboard dashboard.  

The problem
Platemaking is taking you too long.

The solution
Ensure faster flexo plate mounting 
through automation,  without 
sacrificing accuracy.  With Flexo 
Engine Auto Plate Cut, you’ll save 
around 15 minutes per job, while 
reducing errors. Make further time 
savings with the new Plate ID, too, 
which eliminates manual plate 
labeling from your workflow. 

The Flexo Platemaking Module adds a 
flow of information to platemaking. It 
automatically, instantly and with com-
puterized accuracy sends your job to the 
imager and creates files for cutting and 
data files for mounting.



Streamline your flexo 
plate production
The global team of Esko solution archi-
tects and project managers is uniquely 
placed to help you streamline your flexo 
plate production even further. 

We offer expert services that will help you 
tackle all the challenges today ’s printing 
industry presents you with, from workflow 
integration, color management and plate-
making to multi-color process printing. 

Perform at the highest level 
Select from several Care Plans, ranging 
from basic to all-inclusive support. Proper 
maintenance guarantees that your Esko 
equipment will perform at the highest 
quality level for many years to come. 

The problem
You’ve implemented the changes, 
but things aren’t running as smoothly 
as you’d hoped.

The solution
Utilize our 30+ years of experience 
and our role as the global market 
leader to help you achieve your 
business goals. You are not alone! 

Since implementing the 
solution, our packaging 
productions speed has 
increased by 25%. As there 
are fewer manual settings 
required, the amount of 
operator errors has also 
decreased. 

 − Mark Lehmann, Chief Technical 
Officer, Permapack (Switzerland)

STAGE 5

Protecting your processes 
and investments



Belgium Raymonde de Larochelaan 13, 9051 Gent | Tel. +32 9 216 92 11 | info.eur@esko.com

USA 8535 Gander Creek Drive, Miamisburg, OH 45342 | Tel. +1 937 454 1721 | info.usa@esko.com

Brasil Rua Professor Aprígio Gonzaga, 78 - 10º andar - São Judas - 04303-000 - São Paulo-SP | Tel. +55 11 3550 1311 | info.la@esko.com

Singapore 1 Kaki Bukit View #04-15/17 - Techview, Singapore 415941 | Tel. +65 6420 0399 | info.asp@esko.com

Japan Telecom Center Building, West Wing 6F, 2-5-10, Aomi, Koto-ku, Tokyo, 135-0064 | Tel. +81 (3) 5979 6086

China Floor 6, Building 1, 518 Fuquan North Road, Shanghai, 200335 | Tel. +86 21 3279 6555 | info.china@esko.com
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